BIRDING ABROAD
SOUTHERN SPAIN – IBERIAN LYNX TOUR – 15 -20 January 2015
Our objective for this short tour to Andalucía was to see the very rare and endangered
Iberian Lynx or Lynx pardinus to give its full Latin name. Once widespread throughout the
Iberian peninsula, the range has contracted considerably and there are thought to be only
some 300 individuals remaining, most living mainly in the Sierra Morena, with a smaller
population in the flatlands of the Coto Donana wilderness. For mammal watchers a visit to
this area is therefore a must and we knew that we would be privileged indeed to get a
sighting of this rare and secretive cat. The area also hosts many other mammals and of
course some typically excellent Spanish birding. This trip was organised and led by Lance
Degnan and Nick Whitehouse of Birding Abroad, with members of the group comprising Rob
Adams, Denis and Dorothy Jackson, Martin Limbert, Ron and Joyce Marshall, John Price,
Richard Sprakes and John and June Williams. The group assembled at the Premier Inn at
Stansted airport on the evening of Wednesday 14 January and were up early the following
day for the 8am flight to Malaga.
We arrived in Malaga at lunchtime on 15 January and after collecting our two comfortable
people carriers, we were soon heading off northwards into the lovely Andalucian
countryside. Our first stop was at Laguna de Zonar, still remembered as the site to see
White-headed Duck back in the early 1970s when the species was almost extinct in Europe.
True to form 13 of these still rare duck were noted on the lake, accompanied by groups of
Common Pochard, Great Cormorants, Grey Herons, hundreds of Lesser Black-backed Gulls
and a handful of Cattle Egrets. A short stroll to the watch-point at the lake side produced a
nice mix of raptors, with around eight each of Marsh Harrier, Red Kite and Common
Buzzard, but a couple of Black Kites and two Booted Eagles (both species presumably overwintering) and a young Bonelli’s Eagle were nice bonuses. Trackside we noted several
Stonechats, Black Redstarts, Crested Larks and Chiffchaffs, with many Blackcaps and
Serins constantly flitting about and calling, as well as a handful of Wood Lark and a couple of
Hoopoes. The session had provided a nice introduction to birds of the Spanish winter. A
roadside stop for a hot snack helped to replenish our energy levels and we set off again
driving to the Sierra de Andujar, noting three White Storks in the fields en-route, before
checking in at the delightful Villa Matilda at dusk, where we were warmly welcomed by our
hosts and enjoyed a nice homemade evening meal with a glass of wine.

We were up at 7am on Friday 16 January for breakfast before taking a minor road further
into the hills to the area known as La Lancha, a favoured area for the Iberian Lynx. Along the
14 kilometre route we paused to watch both Fallow and Red Deer in good numbers and at
close range. Reaching the area with the best vista, we spread ourselves strategically along
the track overlooking the wide areas of prime lynx habitat. Patience was the order of the day,
and we kept scanning and scanning, watching for some movement between the bushes or
amongst the hillside rocks. Red-legged Partridges were common and any rabbit, the main
prey of the Iberian Lynx, was observed for signs of sudden nervousness, whilst the many
deer were watched for any indication of extra alertness - clues we hoped for a potential
sighting of a stalking lynx. A group of Mouflon showed openly on a distant hillside, a new
mammal species for several of the group, as well as a few Wild Boars grubbing about in the
ground. We were not alone and several small groups of Spanish observers and
photographers were watching intently. A couple of times during the day, a sudden flurry of
movement amongst other observers led us to quickly follow them and gaze into a spot where
a sighting had just taken place. But today such instances were very brief and frustratingly we
just had to keep up our patient vigil. The birdlife was not without interest of course and as
the day warmed several raptors began to appear. The day’s avian highlights included 100
Griffon Vultures, six Black Vultures and four Spanish Imperial Eagles including a pair of the
latter which gave a magnificent courtship display overhead. The woodland and scrub held
three ‘Iberian’ Green Woodpeckers, three Iberian Grey Shrikes, 15 each of Sardinian and
Dartford Warbler, 20 Black Redstarts, two Blue Rock Thrush and of course Azure-winged
Magpies, of which we counted at least 85.
A few Mistle and more numerous Song
Thrushes were noted as well as a single Redwing, a mixture of commoner finches and a
single Hawfinch. Spotless Starling and a few Crag Martins, both resident here, added to the
interest. Rosemary was one of a few herbs in bloom on the hillsides and attracted many
bees from the hives set amongst the trees, showing how early in the year nature gets going
in southern Spain. But despite our best efforts, the rare cats had evaded us for today and we
returned to our lodgings for a well earned evening meal and a few drinks. May be tomorrow
we would get lucky?

Griffon Vulture

We were up again at 7 am for breakfast on Saturday 17 January and we decided to repeat
our strategy of the day before, sticking stoically to the task. This time though, within an hour
or so of arriving, news was out amongst the assembled watchers of a lynx showing a few
hundred metres from our watch-point. We moved towards the scene and fortunately for two
of our group they managed brief but close views of an Iberian Lynx as it walked slowly
between bushes up the hillside and disappeared. The rest of the group could only keep
looking hoping for it to emerge again, but unfortunately on this occasion the lynx stayed
hidden and we had to resume our patient observations. Raptors provided the main birding
interest again, with good sightings of the vultures and eagles and a pair of Red-billed
Chough. It looked as if our second day would prove only partially successful, but just as the
late afternoon light began to lose its strength, there was again a flurry of movement amongst
the observers and cameras seemed to be pointing in one very focused direction, just above
the trackside. We moved quickly to join the cameraman, as calmly as possible but with
adrenalin pumping and there, at last, on a near hillside boulder was our quarry, a superb
Iberian Lynx. It sat for a minute or so allowing most of the group to get great views and some
photos before slipping away into the scrub. The group was jubilant of course, and especially
so when it reappeared briefly again in the boulders to enable us all to finally secure a
memorable view. Our objective had been achieved, deservedly so, after much patient
watching.

We returned to our lodgings that evening well pleased with the results of our endeavours. All
agreed that the Iberian Lynx sighting had been exciting, as much so as some of the bigger
rare cats in the world. It is a quite stunning and beautiful animal and the group learned more
from our hosts about the efforts to save the species from extinction.
The next morning we said farewell to Villa Matilda though spending another morning to give
the Iberian Lynx one more chance, but our luck had run out and we had to be satisfied with
the previous day’s sightings of the rare cat. We made a brief visit to the Jandula Dam, where

in a rain shower a group of 40 Crag Martins flew around the massive dam, and a nice Rock
Bunting showed well feeding on a grassed area near to the car park. After a restaurant lunch
lower down the valley at Los Pinos, we drove some 150 kilometres to the south west to the
little town of Osuna, set amongst low lying agricultural land. A couple of roadside lakes
provided new variety to the growing bird list, with 230 Greater Flamingo, 25 Black-necked
Grebe, eight White-headed Duck, four Black-winged Stilts, 16 Avocet, and also Ruff and
Green Sandpipers being noted. Large groups of sparrows were checked at the field edges
and in the tamarisk bushes and most showed themselves to be Spanish Sparrow. Roadside
raptors included several Common Buzzards and Marsh Harriers, a Hen Harrier and best of
all four Black-winged Kites, one of which gave terrific close views. We checked in to our
hotel the Hospederia Del Monasterio set amongst some nice very traditional Spanish
architecture and enjoyed a nice evening meal.

Monday 19 January saw us up for a breakfast at 8 am as no early start was required today.
Our aim was to explore the various tracks that traverse the low lying agricultural fields in the
area in the hope of finding some of Spain’s very specialised and scarce ‘steppe’ species.
Scanning from a raised vantage point we managed to see a large flock of larks, which
comprised both Skylark and their larger cousins Calandra Larks, allowing the flight action
and profiles to be compared. Corn Buntings, Crested Larks and Spanish Sparrows were
common as were Spotless Starlings, though we did also see at least one European Starling,
here wintering from further north. Not surprisingly with many passerines around, we noted
both Merlin and Hen Harrier over the fields, and some 10 Iberian Grey Shrikes, a good total
for a species which is becoming scarcer in Spain. At least four Black-winged Kites were
seen during the day, and seven Hoopoes, both species always a nice sight.

Black-winged Kite

Our main target though was of course the bustard species, and we soon enjoyed
spectacular views of a male Great Bustard, showing all its finery as it postured and strutted
slowly at a field edge. Careful scanning produced several groups of these stunning birds and
our day tally was some 45 birds. Little Bustards can, by the nature of their size and
colouration, be a little more difficult to spot, but eventually we picked out a small group of 12
which also showed in flight. Later in the day further groups were spotted and the day total
was put at some 68 birds. The wide open spaces and stonier fields were scanned carefully
for crouched sandgrouse, but on this occasion we could only manage some flight views of
two groups of Black-bellied Sandgrouse, 14 birds in total. This is a rare species in
Andalucia, with only an isolated little population of fewer than 50 birds, so it is important it
receives due protection. Our mammal watchers were not disappointed with at least 10
sightings of Iberian Hare, showing their distinguishing features of the whiter underside
covering the top side of the front legs.

Great Bustard

We returned to our hotel, again having worked hard for the days birding and over our last
evening meal of the tour and a couple of drinks of course, reflected on what had been a very
successful trip. Not all visiting groups have been fortunate to see Iberian Lynx recently, and
with the added bonus of some excellent birding, the short five night tour had produced the
goods and provided an excellent mid winter break.
Tuesday 20 January was our final day and was really about ensuring we reached Malaga
airport in time for the flight back to the UK. Only roadside birding from the vehicle was
undertaken, and we duly arrived in Malaga mid morning, before boarding the flight back to
Stansted.
Many thanks to go to the entire group for their good company and perseverance to ensure a
successful outcome and to Rob Adams, Ron Marshall and John Price for their photographs
taken on the trip.
Lance Degnan and Nick Whitehouse
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